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Abstract
ln the general context of the non-.linear thermodynamics of irreversible phenomena, the.thermoelasioptastic transition occurring at the boundarybetween the thermoelastic and thermoplastic régimes of deformation br m"ta,ttic À"terials can be seén as a bifurcation point. This non-equilibriumphase transformation is detected by measuing lhe rcmperature changes in a sample unaergoiij àefo,r;;i;;, since these are indices offundamental processes" initial cooiingunderaÚiabaticconditionsdueíothethirÀiaelastice"fferítLorakitini,'185' )issuddentyfollowedbyariseil.r?!!?,::yn cau2_e-( bv entropy próduction in the highty irreversitte tnerÀiItastìc regime beyoìna tÀe niriícation.tnermal emtsston (l E) at and.beyond yielding can also be usefully exploited, tógether,ilith acoústic emiisiotn-if required, in the investigation ofthermodynamic transformations or mechanlcal instabilities durin'g *nirn m,ecn'anìiat *ork is converted into thermal energy, as in creep, fatigueand fracture, for example.

hiassunto
lnstabilità meccaniche dei metalli. Le variazioni di temperatura durante la deformazione riflettono processi fondamentali amonte
La transizione termoelastoplastica al limite f ra il regime di deformazione elastica e ìl regime di deformazione plastica dei materiali metallici, èinterpretata.come un punto di blforcazione nel quadro della termodinamica non lineare dei fenomeni irreversibili. Ouesta trasformazione di fase dinon equilibrio puo essere rilevata misurando le variazioni di temperatura deicampione durante la deformazione: al raffreddamento iniziale duranteuna trazione adiabatica del metailo, dovuto ail'effetto termoelasiico (Lord Kelvin,'18b1), segue un innariamenió della temperaturu aourto urruproduzione di entropia nel corso della deformazione plastica, altamente irreversi'bile, ai oi tioetta uitorcàiione. 

-

Si può così rilevare e analizzare l'emissione termica (El che si produce n"it,intóino 
" 

al dl là dello rn"ruuÀ"nto. Altre possibili applicazione dell,ET(eventualmente in parallelo all'emissioneacustica) si profilano nella ricerca su traiiormazionj termodinamiche o instabilità meccaniche nel corsodelle quali il lavoro meccanico sia convertito in energia termica, ad esempio ouianté lo scorrimento viiòòsó. rà iatica e la frattura.

Traditionally, studies of the mechanical behaviour of
solids are the prerogative of mechanical engineers or
applied mathematicians The former are gerierally more
interested in deriving descriptions of thJperformance
of structures rather than in understanding more basic
aspects of the behaviour of condensed matter. Their
analyses.are usually based on the implicit assumption
that mechanical transformations are indeed pureiy
mechanichal. Temperature is a parameter which enters
as a static operating condition or, in certain instances,
as determining the rates of processes that are
thermally activated. lts role as a response to
mechanically induced dynamic changes of state is
generally ignored.

Applied mathematicians, on the other hand, tend to
base their calculations on idealized models where
discontinuities are introduced a priori, so that, for
instance, a yielding surface in the stress tensor space is
postulated rather than discovered as an inevitable
result of a more fundamental model of material
behaviour.

It is for the physicist ro fill the gap between the basic
micromechanisms taking placó in the structure of real
materials which contain defects and the dynamical
processes of self-organisation occurring in materials
which are driven off equilibrium. These processes are
responsible for the strength of enoineerinq structures.
ln such a task, the detailed function of terÀperature as a
dynamic component cannot be ignored.

ln order to define the state of a thermodynamic system
in local equilibrium, or slightly removed fiom global
equilibrium, the local temperature, i.e. the sta-te variable
conjugated to the local entropy in the local Helmholtz
thermodynamic potential, is hierarchically as necessary

as the strain tensor which is the set of state variables
conjugated to the stress tensor.

Temperature and deformation turn out to be non-
linearly coupled, and any local deformation transient
produces a localtemperature change. This coupling is
in evidence even before the onset óf plasticity, indéed,
throughout the Hookean regime of elasticity.

Thermoelastic effect
We begin with the simplest " mechanical "
transformation immediately preceding the onset of
plasticity which is essentially a thermóelastic
deformation.
When a metallic sample is stretched by e7 during a non
isothermal tensile test, its relative cross-Gctionàl area
shrinks by 2 ve7 (v being the Poisson ratio) and the
relative volume of the sample increases by

a vN : (1_2 vlez

lf the time needed to produce this volume increase is
both
i) short with respect to the heat diffusion time along

the sample axis and
ii) lo_ng enough to make the heat production by viscous

effects negligible, the approximation of an isentropic
process (4S: 0) should apply.

The components of 4S to be considered are:
1) the usual thermal entropy change, C, A T/To,where

C- is the specific heat at constant volume and Io is
the operating temperature;

2) the configurational entropy change associated with
the deformation, i.e. @S/A\4r x (1-2vlezV. Using
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Maxwell's relatìon @S/A\A7: @p/01),, where p is
the pressure , and (0p/07),: - (0p/0\4 x ()V/al,
one obtains @S/A\4r x B/K7 in terms of the volume
coefficient of thermal expansion, B, and the
isothermal compressibility, Kr.
lsentropic conditions therefore lead to

ATlTo: - y(1-2vle7

where y is the Grùneisen parameter : BVIK-7 Cy.
During a tensile test performed under these conditions,
the sample cools down while undergoing deformation
in the elastic region. The amount of temperature drop is
proportional to the deformation (which is presumed to
occur homogeneously within the bulk of the sample)
and depends on the Grúneisen parameter, which
reflects the anharmonicity of the interatomic forces and
gives a measure of the thermomechanical coupling. At
ordinary temperatures, y lies between 1 .5 and 2.5 f or a
wide range of metals.

The decrease in temperature we have noted is
opposed by heating effects that stem from the
viscosity of the metal. As the applied stress increases,

Fig. 'l - A) Temperature, B) Stress, C) Strain vs time for a Standard slab of SAFC. OR

steel previously deformed up to a total elongaîion of 1.4%
Note the initial thermoelastic cooling, followed by plastic heating.

the initially sessile dislocations become more and more
mobile and their motion within the sample generates
an increasing amount of thermal energy. Consequently,
in competition with the anharmonicity that gives rise to
a stable thermoelastic cooling whose extent is
determined by y, a destabilizing mechanism with
positive feedback is introduced through the incipient
processes of plasticity. When the critical point is
reached, the two mechanisms balance each other
marking the boundary between the thermoelastic and
thermoplastic regimes of deformation.

Thermoelastic I imit stress

From a numerical standpoint, a metallic sample
deformed at room temperature in practice cools down
by no more than 1 K and so, in the past when
temperature measurements, being based on
thermocouples, were cumbersome, and the flow of
heat f rom the clamps holding the sample could mask
the effect, the change could be regarded as academic.
The position has changed dramatically with the
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Fig. 2a - By eliminaring.time between curves A) and B) of Fig. 1, one obtains the T vs
o cnaractenstrc. I his shows a sudden change in the tempeiature trend at a
thermoelastoplastic limrt stress of 264 Mpal
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introduction of prompt semiconductor thermistors and
rt rs now possible to measure reproducible changes of
0 . 001 K and less. This has permitred the prodùction
of characteristic stress curves such as that shown in
Fig. 1.

The,stress corresponding to the critical point marking
the boundary between the Hooke-Kelvin thermoelas*tic
and the thermoplastic regimes, we refer to as the
thermoelastoplastic limit stress o6 or, simply, the
thermoelastic limit (Fig.2a). The value of oe iurns out to
be slightly smaller than the yield strength oe 2 currently
derived f rom the stress-strai n cha ractòristiCîbt towi n g "
standard procedures (Fig.2b). However, its
unambiguous definition could, we believe, eliminate
the empirical safety (or ignorance) factors. commonly
attached lo 06.2 in structural design, even if only
gradually. The temperature rise oècurring at stress
values immediately above os clearly marks the onset of
the irreversible and irrecoverable behaviour of
materials, lts adoption would allow the actual ,,yield ,,

point of a material to be pinpointed with greater
precision than can be obtained from o6 2.

' Theoretical treatment
Within the frame of the non-linear thermodynamics of
irreversible phenomena, oe could be interpieted as a
bifurcation point: there, the linear thermodynamic
branch becomes unstable while, under the control of
the imposed deformation, a large temperature
fluctuation grows as a componént of the order
parameter which " enslaves " the system and promotes
its dynamical reorganization.

A model has been developed to explore the main
features of this instability that is foimally based on a
system of two non-linear partial differential equations in
the unknown temperature and deformation fiòlds,
expressing the balance of entropy and linear
momentum within a sample undergoing a tensile test.
The linearized equations associated with the above
system determine the fluctuations of temperature and
deformation around the time-dependent reference
state, represented by the thermoelastic branch. The
fluctuations are expanded in normal modes and the
amplitudes of these temperature and deformation
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Fig.2b - By eliminating time between curves B) and C) of Fig. 1, one obtains the o
vs e characteristic. By the standard 0.2% off-set method, a conventional yield
strength value of 273 MPa ls obtained. Due to work hardening, the two
characteristic stresses differ by only about 10 MPa. ln general, for an annealed
steel sample exhibiting a smooth elastoplastic transitìon these two stresses differ
by a few tens of MPa.

modes obey a system of linear equations. A linear
stability analysis gives the threshold value of the control
parameter at which the amplitude of the least damped,
i.e. the fundamental mode, eventually diverges.
The above model refers to an ideally homogeneous
anharmonic solid, where the defect contribution to the
local thermodynamic functions is lumped in an effective
phenomenologlcal Grúneisen parameter. As such, the
picture below for thermal emission based on the
development of this model should be given only a
qualitative value.

Thermal emission

The amplitude of the fundamental mode provides a
measure of the fluctuations of both the temperature
and the deformation. ln our case, this mode is
thermoacoustic with a f requency that is a complex
number, the imaginary component of which equals that
of the fundamental sound wave of the structure. ln a
thermoelastic anharmonic solid, thermal energy

fluctuations and, consequently, temperature can also
propagate in a wave-like fashion. The real component of
the frequency represents the damping, and depends
strongly on the size of the control parameter, i.e. the
applied deformation. lt is negative in the elastic region,
but becomes positive across the thermoelastic critical
point. Correspondingly, the order parameter exhibits a

continuous transition from a zero mean value to a finite
size: the originally incoherent phonon field tends to
become partially coherent, as in the initial stage of the
single mode continuous laser dynamic instability. ln our
opinion, this is the origin of acoustic emission and, at
the same time, of what one might call thermal
emission.

Thermalemission during yielding has been detected
and analyzed so far in hundreds of samples of metallic
structural materials of which Figs. 1 and 2 represent
only one instance. Here the knowledge of yield in the
sample " as received " and after deep drawing into the
shape of a car body is important in order to ascertain
the mechanical performance of the recently developed
high strength low alloy (HSLA) steels.
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Plastic regime

ln the plastic regime a f raction of the mechanical work
done to deform plastically a solid body is unavoidably
converted into heat through e.g. internal friction and the
extensive irreversible motion of defects. At room
temperature this fraction can reach about ninety per
cent. Dissipation of this heat gives rise to a
considerable increase in temperature which, in turn,
modifies the mechanical susceptibility of the material
itself (softening). Although at lower temperatures,
because the metal is a poorer heat conductor, the
fraction is more modest, a positive feedback can still
originate in the deformation band via thermally
activated processes of dislocation motion. ln turn,
plastic flow can exhibit higher order instabilities (e.g.
the oscillatory behaviour of serrated yielding).

The physical index of dissipation is the entropy
production (the specific entropy produced per unit
time). ln purely reactive diffusive systems as are to be
found in chemical systems, this quantity controls the
stability, whereas in a solid undergoing large
deformations, while temperature stands as a relevant
physical variable, the entropy production alone is no
longer sufficient to provide a QILtLerron for stability.
Detailed models oteooperatile defect kinetics must be
worked out in addition.

Consequently, it seems advisable to extend the
treatment proposed for the thermoelastic instability to
other dynamic instabilities exhibited by materials under
stress, We allude to creep, fatigue and f racture. Finally,
it is suggested that real-time monitoring of the
temperature of metallic materials undergoing
deformation might provide a means of detecting and
highlighting internal mechanical processes respbnsible
for the instabilities.
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